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Summary of the shows available:  

 
Musical shows  

 • The Planes  
 
The war machine. Five musicians, ultra-professional stage management and an 

experience straight from the biggest stages and festivals in Belgium. Also available as 
a solo act with Gwenn Nicolay or as a duo, Two Dots.  
 

 • Arcolfalls  
 
Arcofalls is a duo offering original compositions with a pop-folk vibe. A simple 

combination of piano, guitar and two voices blending their harmonies to offer a 
moment of escape, mellowness and good humour.  

 
Other Shows (non-exhaustive list):  

 • Les envies sauvages  

 
A tender yet darkly humorous play in French pulled off by two promising young actors. 
Alice and Romain are in love. In desperate attempt to go back to basics they go off to 

live in cabin in the heart of the forest. Will their quest for utopia endure the depths of 
the forest? What if, to survive the world, we had to get out of it?  

 • D'office! by Michel Carcan and Othmane Moumen  
 
Two actors, no props, no script: only their bodies speak! An impressive physical 

performance filled with humour. A human-sized cartoon, a 3D comic without glasses, 
based on the world of work.  

 • Sous la robe with and fromNathalie Penning  

 
One-woman show in French. A real-life lawyer, she swaps her gown for a hilarious 
one-woman-show, and surprises. Yes, it is possible to practice a noble profession and 

make people laugh without bounds  

 • Vous avez dit Broadway? by Antoine Guillaume  
 

Musical show in French. Accompanied on stage by fantastic pianist, Antoine will bowl 
you over with his insights into the art and practice of the genre, dragging us 

backstage in "Hair", the secrets of "Cats", anecdotes from "Fame", stolen successes, 
and the true masterpieces. . .  

  
• Tailor-made standup comedy  
 

A show featuring four French-speaking Belgian comedians who step up to the mic one 
after the other, introduced by a master of ceremonies. The headliner for the evening 
will take the stage last. Among the potential headlining artists: Alex Vizorek, Cécile 

Djunga, Freddy Tougaux, Martin Charlier, P-E, Manon Lepomme, Bénédicte Philippon, 
Kody and Zidani  

 
Some of tomorrow's talent we have invited include Carole Matagne, Inno, Jp, Dave 
Parcoeur, Etienne S, Dena, Denis Richir, Nikoz, Ahmed Boudrouz, Antoine, Donneaux, 

Sum, Farah, Julie Geller, Florence Mendez and Fanny Ruwet.  

 • Bilingual French/Dutch standup  



 

Several Belgian comedians from different communities take turns to address a topic 
they will choose together. Comedians will perform in their mother tongue. A bilingual 

master of ceremonies presents the show, taking the stage between each act.  

 • Shoes  
 

Sequins or heels, velcro or laces, big feet or small, colourful or all muddy, for Simone 
and Solange, shoes are sacred! Each pair deserves to be pampered, patched and 

polished. Just by taking a closer look, we find that each shoe can give rise to new 
funny, absurd, unexpected or ravishing story. Without uttering a word, these two 
performers playfully let our imaginations run wild  

 • Ik zit hier!  
 
Almost silent Dutch-language show for the little ones.  

Climbing, climbing, walking and jumping  
Swinging, throwing, pulling and pushing,  

Calling, dancing, singing.  
Counting, measuring, comparing.  
Jumping, shining, cheering.  

 • Hans en Grietje - de deurenkomedie:  
 
Dutch-language performance. Nothing is what it seems to be. Chaos is everywhere. 

Everything is going wrong for Hansel & Gretel. Mistakes and misunderstandings are 
piling up in an absurdly strange forest. Mmmmm, yes, sweets can be so tasty and 

Hansel and Gretel don't need much to be seduced. How would you be if you hadn't 
eaten anything for days and suddenly there were so many sweets in front of you? But 
they shouldn't have opened that door!  

 • Belgische Improvisatie Liga  
 
A 60-minute Dutch-language improvisation show adapted to themes imposed by the 

client beforehand. The team consists of 3 improvisers and a pianist.  

 • Post  
 

A play adapted from his appearance in the TV programme "Iedereen beroemd" in 
which Ief Gilis delivered letters in Italy in person. POST! is a story about Italy and the 

beauty of letters.  
 


